ABRASIVE SOLUTIONS

THE COMPLETE FURNITURE & DECORATIVE RANGE
### Norton Lion Max life Dry Sheets - A394

**Features & Benefits**
- Norton Lion Max life Dry Sheets effectively replace Waterproof Paper sheets in dry sanding (wall and wood) applications with higher area coverage and cut-rate
- Open structure of grain coat prevents clogging of sanding swarf, enabling easy sanding and higher life
- Smooth finish

**Typical Applications**
- Wood polishing
- Wall putty sanding and finishing

**Availability**
- Grit range: 50 - 1000

### Norton Massa Advance Dry Sheets - A257

**Features & Benefits**
- Dry sheet with the longest life due to open structure - pioneered by Saint-Gobain worldwide.
- Easy application with minimum effort - a Norton Massa promise

**Typical Applications**
- Wood polishing
- Wall sanding
- Auto paint stripping
- Putty sanding

**Availability**
- Grit range: 50 - 220

### Norton No-Fil Sheets - A275

**Features & Benefits**
- A275 No-Fil Sterate coating with Open Coat grain coating, which doesn’t allow clogging of sanding swarf
- Offers excellent finish
- Premium Aluminum Oxide grain offers consistent cut-rate and longer life
- Tear-resistant backing

**Typical Applications**
- Wood Filler & Sealer Sanding
- PU / Melamine finishes

**Availability**
- Grit range: 80 - 1000

### Norton Lion T483 New Improved WPP

**Features & Benefits**
- Premium grains deliver faster cutting and longer life
- Open Structure grains reduce loading of sanding swarf
- Specially designed paper offers excellent water resistance
- Dry & Wet Sanding applications

**Typical Applications**
- Laminate, PU & Polyester Wood finishing
- Wall Putty sanding
- Auto Putty & primer sanding

**Availability**
- Grit range: 60 - 1000
ULTRA THIN & CHOPSAW WHEELS

Clipper Ultra Thin Wheels

Features & Benefits
• Single reinforcement – Excellent cut-rate for low power applications
• Designed for higher cut-rate

Typical Applications
• Light fabrication / Cutting steel

Availability
• 105mm (diameter) x 1mm (thickness) x 16mm (bore)

Clipper Chopsaw Wheel

Features & Benefits
• Withstands applications of low power and hard jobs
• Made with two reinforcements with 2.8 mm thickness
• Straight, parallel and burn-free smooth cut

Typical Applications
• Light fabrication for housing and construction (claddings, windows, grills, collapsible gates, school benches)
• Steel Re-bar cutting in construction sites
• Steel Furniture (Sofa, Bed, Cupboards, Chairs, etc.)
• Street Furniture (Bus shelters, railings, sign boards)

Availability
• 355mm (diameter) x 2.8mm (thickness) x 25.4mm (bore)

ACCESSORIES

Norton Hand Blocks & Velcro Strips - Best

Features & Benefits
• Up to 100% higher productivity without any extra effort
• Superior grip and smooth finish
• Ideal hand sanding solution that eases stress on hands

Typical Applications
• Wood polishing
• Wall sanding
• Auto paint stripping
• Putty sanding

Availability
• Hand Block - Small: 125mm x 70mm
  Medium: 200mm x 70mm
• Strip - 210mm x 70mm

Norton Lion Masking Tapes - Best

Features & Benefits
• Crepe paper self-adhesive masking tapes
• Excellent adhesion strength
• Rubber based adhesive does not leave any mark on the substrate

Typical Applications
• Auto, wood, laminate applications

Availability
• 12 - 48 mm width
  10 - 45 mtrs length
Norton Clipper Wood Cutting Blades

**Features & Benefits**
- Special hook and cut arrangement on the steel core does not allow the heat to accumulate, thereby preventing machine burnout and ensuring smooth blade movement.
- Sharp and tall teeth arrangement helps in fast, smooth and comfortable cutting for all wood cutting applications.
- Smooth and comfortable cut.
- Lion Wood Cutter has Ultrathin kerf, best for wood cutting.

**Typical Applications**
- Wood cutting

**Availability**
- Diameters: 110, 125, 180, 200, 250, 300, 350 mm
- No of Teeth: 30, 40, 60, 80, 100 & 120.

Norton Clipper Diamond Blades

**Features & Benefits**
- Segmented Blade has a number of gullets which help in dirt removal and smooth cutting.
- Continuous Rim Blade is used to produce chip-free, clean cuts on a variety of hard, ceramic materials.
- Faster cut-rate and a longer blade life.
- Turbo Product are used for fast grinding and moulding applications.

**Typical Applications**
- Stone, Concrete, Refractory, Bricks.

**Availability**
- Diameters: 105, 110, 125, 154, 180, 250, 300, 350, 400, 450, 500 mm

Norton Diamond Core Bits

**Features & Benefits**
- Wet and Dry drilling core bits.
- Designed for High-performance drilling in a wide range of applications such as Air-conditioning, water pipe, gas nozzle on the wall & floor, for hard to soft materials.
- Fast drilling and maximum life with no damage to the wall.

**Typical Applications**
- Drilling a wide range of hard to soft materials – reinforced & cured concrete, asphalt, air-cured refractories, brick, block & stone.
- Effective on high power core drill, small HP or handheld core drill motor.

**Availability**
- Sizes available (mm) - 6, 8, 10, 12, 16, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40 and 45 with a length of 70 mm.
- Professional Sizes (mm) - 52, 76, 102, 127, 152, and 200 with a length of 450 mm.
- Adaptor can be produced on requirement.

Norton Clipper Diamond Drills

**Features & Benefits**
- Special SDS+ design - Easy-to-use on Hammer drill.
- Robust shank design with hardened carbide.
- Four-way flute removes dust quickly during drilling.
- Ceramic tip design to ensure fast cutting and easy removal.

**Availability**
- Sizes available (mm) - 6, 8, 10, 12, 16, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40 and 45 with a length of 70 mm.
# Dry Sheets & Water Proof Sheets

## Norton Lion Water Proof Paper - T490 & T260

**Features & Benefits**
- Norton’s best-in-class Latex Yellow Waterproof Paper
- Premium Silicon Carbide (T490) and Aluminum Oxide (T260) grain provide high cut-rate and smooth finish
- Ideal for both wet & dry sanding applications

**Typical Applications**
- Wood polishing
- Wall sanding
- Auto paint stripping
- Paint sanding

**Availability**
- Grit range:
  - 60 - 1000 (T490)
  - 80 - 220 (T260)

## Norton Black Water Proof Paper - T468

**Features & Benefits**
- Norton’s best-in-class Latex Black Waterproof Paper
- Premium Silicon Carbide grains provide high cut-rate and smooth finish
- Ideal for both wet & dry sanding applications

**Typical Applications**
- Automotive applications:
  - Paint stripping
  - Putty & primer sanding
  - Top coat sanding
  - Wood sanding

**Availability**
- Grit range: 80 - 1000

## Norton Micro Fine Sheets - T 402

**Features & Benefits**
- Highly flexible micro fine grit Latex Waterproof Paper
- Ideal for Top Coat defect sanding applications
- Glossy finish

**Typical Applications**
- Clear coat sanding
- Jewelry polishing

**Availability**
- Grit range: 1000 - 2000

## Norton Bear Water Proof Paper - T201

**Features & Benefits**
- Conventional abrasive systems enable good cut-rate with aesthetic finish
- Preferred for general purpose applications

**Typical Applications**
- General purpose sanding

**Availability**
- Grit range: 80 - 400
### Norton Lion Max Life Cloth Roll
- **R260**

**Features & Benefits**
- Norton’s best-in-class Cloth Roll
- Premium Aluminum Oxide grains provide long life with smooth finish
- Suitable for hand sanding & Jitterbug sanding application
- Tougher backing doesn’t break during usage & also on reverse folding
- Available in 1 mt, 5 mts and 50 mts length rolls

**Typical Applications**
- Wood polishing
- Paint stripping
- Wall sanding

**Availability**
- Grit range: 50 - 120

### Norton Lion Rolls
- **R240**

**Features & Benefits**
- Norton’s best-in-class Cloth Roll
- Premium Aluminium Oxide grains provide long life with smooth finish
- Ideal for hand sanding applications

**Typical Applications**
- Wood polishing
- Wall sanding
- Paint stripping

**Availability**
- Grit range: 50 - 120

### Norton Bear Premium Rolls
- **R347**

**Features & Benefits**
- The largest selling cloth roll product in India
- Aggressive cut-rate
- New cloth finish giving enhanced finish

**Typical Applications**
- Wood sanding
- Wall sanding
- Paint stripping

**Availability**
- Grit range: 50 - 120

### DISCS

#### Norton Bear Velcro Disc

**Features & Benefits**
- 4 times faster cutting
- 4 times more life
- Saves on power

**Typical Applications**
- Wood sanding

**Availability**
- Sizes: 5” and 6” with & without Vacuum Holes
- Grits range: 50 - 120

#### Norton Velcro Disc
- **Q216**

**Features & Benefits**
- Premium ALO Grains
- High strength PE Film backing
- The best in class finish
- Offers high productivity and reduces inconsistency

**Typical Applications**
- Wood sanding
- Wood cutting sanding - PU / Melamine / Polyester
- Automotive

**Availability**
- Size: 6” 6 Holes Diameter
- Grits: #60 to #2000
### DISCS

**Norton Bear Fibre Disc**  
- F222  
  ![Product Image](image1)

**Features & Benefits**  
- High cut-rate  
- Long life  
- Premium Aluminium Oxide grains give smooth finish

**Typical Applications**  
- Wood and metal sanding

**Availability**  
- Grit range: 24 - 120  
- Size: 5"dia

**Norton Adalox Velcro Disc**  
- H231

**Features & Benefits**  
- Premium Aluminium Oxide grains aid fast cutting  
- New bond system, fine-tuned for wood working applications  
- Heavy backing prevents tearing on rough edges

**Typical Applications**  
- Wood sanding  
- Wall sanding, etc.

**Availability**  
- Sizes: 5" x 5H, 6" x 6H  
Other dimensions can also be given based on the MOQ  
- Grit range: 50 - 120

**Norton Velcro Disc**  
- A216

**Features & Benefits**  
- Strong paper backing  
- Aluminum Oxide grain  
- Anti loading

**Typical Applications**  
- Wood sanding

**Availability**  
- Sizes: 5" x 5 holes, 6" x 6 holes  
- Grits range: 80 - 400

**Norton Bear Velcro Disc**

**Features & Benefits**  
- Premium Aluminum Oxide grains  
- Open grain structure reduces loading and increases life  
- Heavy Cloth backing prevents tearing and assists in fast cutting

**Typical Applications**  
- Wood sanding

**Availability**  
- Sizes: 5" and 6" with & without Vacuum Holes  
- Grits range: 50 - 120

**Atlas Velcro Disc**

**Features & Benefits**  
- Light-medium weight paper  
- Aluminum Oxide grains  
- Value for Money

**Typical Applications**  
- Wood sanding

**Availability**  
- Size: 5" x 8 holes  
- Grits range: 50 - 120
Features & Benefits
- Withstands applications of low power and hard jobs
- Made with two reinforcements with 2.8 mm thickness
- Straight, parallel and burn-free smooth cut

Typical Applications
- Light fabrication for housing and construction (claddings, windows, grills, collapsible gates, school benches)
- Steel Re-bar cutting in construction sites
- Steel Furniture (Sofa, Bed, Cupboards, Chairs, etc.)
- Street Furniture (Bus shelters, railings, sign boards)

Availability
- 355mm (diameter) x 2.8mm (thickness) x 25.4mm (bore)

Features & Benefits
- Complete system • Multiple offerings • Premium micro-fine abrasives • VOC compliant • Very easy to clean up • Simple system that easy to use • The polish matches the cut of the pad for optimal performance • Removes swirl marks and haze • Removes sand scratches quickly

Availability
- 100ml/gms - 1l/kg

AEROSOL RANGE

Norton Active Lube
Multi-function - Aerosol spray

Features & Benefits
- Non-flammable CO2 propellant*
- All angle spray* (including upside down)
- Pleasant odour
- Contains no chlorinated solvent/silicones
- Removes dirt and corrosion
- Eliminates noise in moving parts
- Loosens rust from mating parts
- Lubricating oil film temporarily protects against corrosion
- Removes moisture from metals, motors, etc.

Typical Applications
- Hinges, Fasteners, Metal Drawers, Machine Parts, Automation Equipment Locks, Jigs, Tools, Relays, Connectors, Switches, Finished Welds, Casings, Motors, Freshly Machined Surfaces, etc.

Availability
- Large: 325 gms | 400ml
- Small: 65 gms | 100 ml